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EdiTorial

Welcome to the latest general edition of the Indigenous Law Bulletin 
(‘iLb’). We begin this edition with an article by Loretta kelly, antony 
barac, scott hawkins and stuart barlo. in 2012 authors kelly and barac 
won a Legal aid new south Wales tender to deliver indigenous ‘cultural 
competency’ training for private legal practitioners in nsW. having 
now conducted four training workshops, the authors outline issues that 
arose in designing the training package and discuss some of the more 
challenging points that came up during the training.

We have fiona allison, melanie schwartz and chris cunneen discussing 
the civil law issue of discrimination in light of the ongoing discrimination 
experienced by indigenous people in some communities. in their article 
the authors reflect on fieldwork conducted in 2011 in the nt as part 
of the indigenous Legal needs Project (the ‘iLnP’), which identified 
discrimination as an area of priority need. 

in the context of the australian Legal and constitutional affairs 
committee’s current inquiry into the value of a justice reinvestment 
approach in australia, mick gooda, emilie Priday and Louise mcdermott 
look at the applications for justice reinvestment in australia, primarily in 
relation to aboriginal and torres strait islander communities, and make 
recommendations for an australian justice reinvestment approach.

dr shelley bielefeld tackles the issue of compulsory income management 
under stronger futures laws, arguing that whilst it is often seen by 
governments as providing ‘greater choice and flexibility’ for welfare 
recipients, the scheme significantly erodes freedom of contract for 
those subject to it. 

kyllie cripps and robert mccreery look at indigenous engagement with 
the recently announced royal commission into institutional responses 
to child sexual abuse; providing some background to the commission, 
the scope of its inquiry and how it differs from previous inquiries into 
sexual abuse in indigenous communities. 

in an article that invites a comparison of different countries’ policy 
agendas, masaki oita, an employee of the government of Japan, updates 
us on recent policy developments to promote and protect the culture of 
the ainu: an indigenous people most of whom live around the northern 
part of the Japanese archipelago, especially in hokkaido. 

finally, we have reproduced here comments made in Parliament earlier 
this year by federal opposition Leader, tony abbott, in support of the 
aboriginal and torres strait islander Peoples recognition bill 2012. the 
opposition Leader’s speech is a welcome addition to the debate on the 
recognition of aboriginal and torres strait islanders in the constitution.

Robert McCreery
editor

seeking conTribuTors
 
would you like to submit an article to the 
indigenous law bulletin? 
 
If you are a student, practitioner, part of a 
community organisation, or are simply concerned 
about issues affecting Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people, the ILB wants to hear from 
you!  We welcome contributions from Indigenous 
and non-Indigenous authors, on a wide range 
of topics.  For more information, please visit our 
website at www.ilc.unsw.edu.au, or contact the 
Editor at ilb@unsw.edu.au.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders are advised that this publication may 
contain images of deceased persons.


